To Buy Clothing!!

We have marked down every article of Summer Wear in our stock, and will clean them out AT ANY SACRIFICE.

Mens Suits From $2.50 to 7.50
Worth more than double the money. We have 45 left in stock, Light Gauze, every thread west, and will close them at $5.00 each

Less than cost of making.

SUMMER COATS, 25 cents.
ALL-LINEN DUSTERS, $1.

Come now if you wish the best bargains ever offered you.

D. H. SILVERS.

BUY GOODS CHEAP

14 OFF

Buy for 14 days and send your money in 14 days or POTTLE and LEWIS FOR 15 DAYS.

Beginning on Thursday, August 14th.

Use Gasoline Stove.

Wyborn's! Always Reliable. wyborn's.

COOKING STOVES AND RANGES

Auctioneer: Wyborn.

HARDWARE

Brick Store, Union Hall Street.

It's Concerning Crockery!

DOWN! WAY, WAY! DOWN!

Red and White CROCKS Keep Your Money These Hard Times.

You can Save $5.00 on Every $100.

J. H. MILLER & CO.

GARLAND STOVES

GIVEN AWAY!

Good Corn Crockery

GARLAND STOVE OR RANGE

A CLOTHES WRINGER

FREE PLATED TABLE SPOONS

J. H. RINOSLEY

CLOTHING

FURNISHING GOODS

PRACTICAL GAMES

TO THE PUBLIC

We Have Everything that is Kept in a First Class Clothing Store and We are Selling at

PRICES THAT DEFY!

Wyborn's

CORNERS OF THE ROOM

We Will Distance All Competitors!
WALL PAPER

Ceiling Decorations
in
BAILEY & OSBORN'S
Grocery, Crockery & Glassware Store.

ALWAYS SURE TO GIVE
THE HIGHEST CASH
PRICE FOR BETTER AND BRIGHT.

Select German Stories:

(Translated from the Original German)

BY AUGUST W. LICHTHARDT

MANCHESTER, MICH.

DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHER GRATULANT,

THEMES DER AMERIKANISCHER SCHEIN.

The American Holiday and National

FESTIVAL OF THE AMERICAN FLAG.

WITH MANY ONLY A MERE FIGURE AND

THEME OF THE AMERICAN FLAG.

DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHER

GRATULANT.

COMMON SENSE AND

THEMES OF THE AMERICAN

FLAG.

KINDER UND HAUSMÄRCHEN:

EUROPE UND AMERIK.

KINDER UND HAUSMÄRCHEN:

EUROPE UND AMERIK.

DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHER

GRATULANT.

KINDER UND HAUSMÄRCHEN:

EUROPE UND AMERIK.

KINDER UND HAUSMÄRCHEN:

EUROPE UND AMERIK.

DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHER

GRATULANT.

THEMES OF THE AMERICAN

FLAG.

KINDER UND HAUSMÄRCHEN:

EUROPE UND AMERIK.

DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHER

GRATULANT.

KINDER UND HAUSMÄRCHEN:

EUROPE UND AMERIK.

DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHER

GRATULANT.